
Our innovative and growing company is looking for a global risk. Please review the
list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for global risk

Write detailed business requirements highlighting the business problem
Drive identification of technology solutions to key business problems with
technology and subject matter experts
Develop project plans/schedules that integrate into larger strategic programs
Drive execution of initiative deliverables and adhere to agreed milestone
dates
Project Management Professional (PMP) / PgMPSM qualified or equivalent
accreditation (beneficial)
The Market Risk manger position requires a thorough understanding of risk
management practices, fixed income and currency markets, and knowledge
of the sales and trading business
The Market Risk manager would be expected to confidently work with the
trading desk and various support partners, including Legal, Compliance,
Middle Office, Operations, Technology, Price-Verification Group, Model
Validation, Regulatory Capital, and other Risk Managers within the risk
organization, to build their understanding of the business and markets, and
enhance our overall risk management capabilities
Key responsibilities include generating daily risk reports, ensuring data
accuracy, reviewing positions against limits, and performing ad-hoc
reporting/projects, The analyst would also be expected to improve our risk
monitoring and reporting capabilities by developing enhanced more
comprehensive reports and risk metrics

Example of Global Risk Job Description
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calculation of value-at-risk (VaR), the ability to assess the impact of stressed
scenarios on the portfolio (CCAR), the approval of new products, and an
understanding of the impact of regulatory changes on the business (including
Volcker)
Group Compliance

Qualifications for global risk

Be the first line of defence and support the business function in ongoing risk
& control agenda
ExcellentClient Partnership and Stakeholder Management and be able to face
Senior Management personnel with confidence and determination
Keen eye for detail and ability to identify control gaps
Sound communication and negotiating skills
7+ years of experience in EMV/chip technology and/or VisaNet
Significant cross functional experience in project management, technology
and analytics


